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Abstract
Coworking is defined as people work and share the same facilities; creating social interaction to form a community. Through literature publication in Asia, most of the studies are focusing on market value and revenue; lack study on social interaction topic. This study aims to analyse spaces for user social interaction in coworking space in Common Ground Damansara Heights. To achieve the aim, it identifies types of social interaction in coworking space. Site observation and data are analysed to determine the availability of spaces for social interaction. This conclusion informs suggestion to designers and academics on consideration in coworking spaces for user to socialise.
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1.0 Introduction
This study of coworking literature will give an insight into the definition, growing trends of coworking, and thus identify the issues of current research. The new movements of ‘coworking’ emerging rapidly into local context in Malaysia since 2010; website such as www.coworker.com aid to facilitate coworkers locally and globally; to search for their best choice of coworking spaces before they visit.

Recent year there are news publication by ‘The Edge Malaysia (2018) - Trends: Making space for work’, ‘New Straits Times (2018) - Demand for coworking and technology-related spaces will be trending this year’, ‘The Malaysian Reserve (2019) - Coworking spaces to alleviate burden of local businesses’; these are the facts that they are in trends and people are promoting nowadays (Fig. 1).

Besides, there are recent years publication from researcher in Asia which are summarised in Table 1; in Malaysia carried out by Kenanga (2018) “The rise of coworking spaces in Malaysia” to study about core factors of increasing popularity of coworking spaces; Malaysia by Aliff Yusri (2018) “Room To Grow: Coworking Spaces And Smes” to explore about current economics of coworking spaces; Malaysia by Lim (2018) “Curating Coworking Space as A Third Place” to study the concept and possibility of coworking space for interaction; Singapore by Tie (2018) “Coworking Space” to study about facts in Singapore on the growth of coworking spaces; China by Zhai (2017) “A study of the coworking operating model” to explore on optimal types of operating coworking spaces.

In conclusion, the study can be generalised that current state of documentation and research should put into considerations of more critical thinking on the social interaction between the community users in coworking space; thus, it can provide more understanding on the rise of diversity in coworking spaces.
Table 2 summarised a different definition of “coworking” by authors over the years. As defined by Fost (2008), he stated that the term ‘coworking’ indicate the practice of working individually in a shared environment, which differentiate with ‘coworking’, means working closely together on a piece of work (Gandini, 2015). Likewise, Frank (2018) interpreted coworking as space where people who are self-employed to share facilities, thoughts and information within the same office. Besides, a study of collaborative production in Berlin by Lange (2011) showed that workers joined in attempting for own independence in collaborative networks in coworking spaces, which share the common values (Gandini, 2015).

Moriset (2013) defined it as workers’ places to maximise chance and potential interaction with others. Foertsch (2014) further explained coworking space as a membership-based, integrative workspace for individuals and start-up companies; which provide

1.1 Research Gap
The lack of study to a deeper understanding of user social interaction in coworking spaces in Malaysia, this might be the key point to improve and expand better in coworking spaces in Malaysia. The review of literature points towards the following issues:

Literature leads a gap towards the reason of coworking arising popularity; which only focus on revenue and economic; but lack of deeper understanding of analysing user social interaction in coworking spaces in Klang Valley, Malaysia. (The Edge Malaysia, 2018; New Straits Times, 2018; The Malaysian Reserve, 2019; Kenanga, 2018; Aliff Yusri, 2018; Ondia et.al, 2018; Tie, 2018; Zhai, 2017; Frank, 2018).

1.2 Aim
The study aims to analyse spaces for user social interaction in coworking space in Common Ground Damansara Heights.

1.3 Objective
To achieve the aim, this study will be based on the objective to identify types of spaces for social interaction of coworking space.

2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Definition of coworking
Table 2 summarised a different definition of “coworking” by authors over the years. As defined by Fost (2008), he stated that the term ‘coworking’ indicate the practice of working individually in a shared environment, which differentiate with ‘coworking’, means working closely together on a piece of work (Gandini, 2015). Likewise, Frank (2018) interpreted coworking as space where people who are self-employed to share facilities, thoughts and information within the same office. Besides, a study of collaborative production in Berlin by Lange (2011) showed that workers joined in attempting for own independence in collaborative networks in coworking spaces, which share the common values (Gandini, 2015).

Moriset (2013) defined it as workers’ places to maximise chance and potential interaction with others. Foertsch (2014) further explained coworking space as a membership-based, integrative workspace for individuals and start-up companies; which provide
community, business services, team up chances and a place to focus on work. Similarly, coworking spaces are defined by Capdevila (2015), as new kind of organisations, which people work according to the fundamental values to communicate with the community, areas incorporated with openness, accessibility and sustainability (Ivaldi, Pais & Scaratti, 2018). This is agreed by Spinuzzi (2012), who defined coworking spaces as open-plan office environments with entrance fees where workers work with other professionals. As in 2019, coworking evolves to redefine the representation of working independently with the flexibility of working together, which share the common values (Coworking, 2019).

In conclusion, the definition of "coworking" is work together in a shared space, sharing the same facilities, either independently or as in a group of people; creating social interaction between users. Therefore, "social" is the keyword for this study. The rise of coworking trend in Malaysia leads to a need to analyse the application of original coworking design intention; which focus on the community-orientated workplace to promote social interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Definition of coworking space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Fost</td>
<td>Working individually in a shared environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Lange</td>
<td>Workers joined for own independence and share common value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Spinuzzi</td>
<td>Open-plan office environments with entrance fees where workers work with other professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Moriset</td>
<td>Workers’ places to maximize chance and potential interaction with others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Foerth</td>
<td>Integrative workspace which provide community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Capdevila</td>
<td>People work according to basis values to communicate with community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>People share facilities, thoughts and information in same office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Coworking</td>
<td>People work independently with flexibility and share common value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own definition</td>
<td>Work together in a common space, share same facilities, creating social interaction between users.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Author, 2019)

2.2 Definition of social interaction in coworking spaces

Goffman (1955) defines communication as a process which people act and react to those who are around; it also can be described as the social exchange between two or more individuals (as cited by Cabral, 2016). At such, social interactions are beneficial to both parties as social support (Shinn et.al, 1984). Coworking spaces are a platform for people to interact and share knowledge. According to Parrino (2015), social interaction in coworking space usually stimulated by people who are facilitating social events there. The main idea is to focus on creating community and connects the coworkers who are working alone; to bring social dimension back to their working life (Garrett et al., 2017; Johns & Gratton, 2013; Moriset, 2013; Hillman, 2008).

Coworking spaces always trademark themselves as ‘membership community’, which they had already highlighted on the spontaneous social interactions of its users as a core feature (Fost, 2008; Sundsted et al., 2009; Hunt, 2009; Botman & Rogers, 2011; Spinuzzi, 2012; Capdevila, 2013; Parrino, 2013; Kojo & Nenonen, 2017; Liegl, 2014; Lumley, 2014; Bilandzic & Froth, 2015; Gandini, 2015).

In general, social interaction can be defined as it happened in coworking is when there is two-person and above, greet and talk with each other; they will create the community social spark in between.

2.3 Formal and informal social interaction in coworking spaces

A coworking space always consists of formal and informal spaces incorporate with functional spaces elements; whereby each user in the social network serve as core connection in coworking space. Clean shared facilities which involved interaction are meeting rooms and collaborative spaces. The free shared facilities in coworking spaces are shared workspaces, networking events areas, coffee corners, kitchen, printer and copying area and lounges spaces; normally more interaction between users happens here (Perree et al., 2019). Similarly, Hua et al. (2010) stated that different types of communication would occur in different spaces based on the usage of the users. For example, meeting rooms are utilised for formal meetings and training. Meanwhile, the apparent type of informal interaction with happening in shared service areas such as printing zone or coffee corner.

According to Hua et al. (2010), the shared facilities spaces can be categorised based on the level of interaction as these spaces can be utilised as interaction for casual conversation or collaborative works. Architects and designers are encouraged to design activities-orientated workplace with interactive space to create communities, foster interaction and facilitate collaboration; about mix different user group personality into one (Lim, 2018).

In short, the consideration to identify users for formal and informal interaction during space planning is essential as it might give an impact on user social interaction in coworking space. Spaces for formal interaction might need proper furniture layout planning as they are more to proper meeting where social interaction level is low. In opposite, spaces for informal interaction might allow for more flexible kind of layout planning and the social interaction level is high. This led a gap to the following topic on the relationship between the level of interaction and openness of space design in coworking space.
2.4 Levels of interaction and openness of coworking spaces
The usage of different types of communication in coworking spaces must be understood to design a better area. Lim (2018) stated that the openness of each of the regions should be based on types and levels of user’s interaction. Previous studies showed that coworkers prefer work environment with a combination of open and closed spaces for different kinds of activities as some too open-plan work environments might lead to noise, privacy and concentration problems (Kim & de Dear, 2013; Perree, 2019). The proper design and allocation of interaction spaces will be beneficial in terms of privacy and comfortability of conversation.

Lim (2018) stated that the connectivity between each of the spaces in coworking spaces would trigger the opportunity of individuals to socialise with each other. The hybrid zone of designing the plan allows user to have more proximity while having privacy for a specific activity. Likewise, Hillman (2014) stated that coworking could be related to catalysing the social coordination in the community, it can connect to one of the most frequently cited from coworking.org (2019): “Coworking spaces are about community-building and sustainability. Participants agree to uphold the values set forth by the movement’s founders, as well as interact and share. We are about creating better places to work and as a result, a better way to work.”

In conclusion, if space is having high levels of social interaction between users, the areas should be as open as a feeling to welcome and invite users into it. At such, it can be assumed that spaces involved more private interaction which consisted of 2 to 3 people may require more enclosed spaces for privacy purpose.

3.0 Research Method
3.1 Study Area – Common Ground Damansara Heights
A case study will be carried out in one of well-known Malaysia's largest coworking space operator for coworking spaces - Common Ground Damansara Heights. It is situated at the penthouse of Wisma UOA Damansara II, Damansara Heights; which is close to surrounding business districts like Bangsar, KL Sentral, Petaling Jaya and Kuala Lumpur city (Fig. 2). Their slogan is “Ambition Lives Here” and their main ideas are to focus on community and lifestyle. At such, the reflectance of the coworking spaces design will be beneficial to this study.

3.2 Data Collection – Observation
Due to limitation of time constraint and availability of coworkers on-site during the year-end holiday season, a one-day observation method is utilised for data collection in Common Ground Damansara Heights. Table 3 indicated structured observation and list of questions to staff in Common Ground. Structured observation is to identify the availability of spaces designed in this coworking space, conversation sound at each space, occupancy at each space, and interaction between members at each space. Later, the spaces are observed and categorized into formal (members have collaborative works, meeting or training) or informal (members have coffee talk or casual conversation) social interaction spaces which are analysed based on the usage of users on site. Data collected are documented in photography and field notes. The data is enhanced by having a short conversation with staff in Common Ground and documented in field notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Table showing structured observation and list of questions to staff during site visit.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structured Observation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- What are the available spaces designed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Is each space very quiet or noisy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Are all the spaces fully occupied?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do members interact with each other at each space?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Author, 2019)

3.3 Data Analysis – Descriptive analysis
Descriptive analysis is utilised to analyse the first-hand on-site observation data (Dhand, 2019). It gives an idea on the first-hand data on the variable (structured observation and list of questions to staff) which is listed in Table 3. Later, the combination of variables from first-hand data are analysed through sorting of spaces into formal (members have collaborative works, meeting or training) and informal (members have coffee talk or casual conversation) social interaction spaces. It will give an insight into the availability of different types
of spaces for social interaction in Common Ground such as available public spaces for social interaction; available spaces for Common Ground members to networking and informal social interaction; available spaces for Common Ground members to work and collaborate.

4.0 Findings
Fig. 3 show floor layout zoning designed in Common Ground Damansara Heights. The zonings are categorized into available public spaces for social interaction; available spaces for Common Ground members to networking and informal social interaction; available spaces for Common Ground members to work and collaborate.

4.1 Available Public spaces for social interaction
There is a lounge to serve as waiting area for the public as people can have their orders from cafe. Also, the in-house cafe which attached to coworking spaces allows people to have their meals and drinks for social.

![Lounge](image1)

![In-house cafe](image2)

Fig. 4. (a) Lounge; (b) In-house cafe.
(Source: Author, 2019)

4.2 Available spaces for Common Ground members to networking and informal social interaction
Based on the conversation, averagely there are 3 events in a week which incorporate talks, seminars, networking activities will be held here at the event spaces. The discussion area is designed as informal spaces for coworkers to have the conversation, relax or chit chat.

![Event space](image3)

![Discussion area](image4)

Fig. 5. (a) Event space; (b) Discussion area.
(Source: Author, 2019)
Few spots of print and copy area available to share among all coworkers. Sometimes, informal social interaction happens here. The pantry served as familiar drink corners in the coworking spaces, which allow users to chit chat while making their drinks.

![Print and copy area](image1)

![Pantry](image2)

**Fig. 6.** (a) Print and copy area; (b) Pantry.
(Source: Author, 2019)

### 4.3 Available spaces for Common Ground members to work and collaborate

There are 80 hot desks which are un-reserved desks for coworkers to bring their own computer devices and can select any of the seats for their works. The open plan allows coworkers to interact easily. There are 30 reserved fixed desks for designated coworkers, and they have drawers to store their items here. The free program will enable coworkers to interact easily.

![Hot desks](image3)

![Fixed desk](image4)

**Fig. 7.** (a) Hot desks; (b) Fixed desk.
(Source: Author, 2019)

Private offices designated for coworkers who need more privacy on doing their works. Less interaction happens here. Call booth as private areas which are enclosed for users to have call conversation.

![Private office](image5)

![Call booth](image6)

**Fig. 8.** (a) Private office; (b) Call booth.
(Source: Author, 2019)

Proper meeting rooms with fixed furniture allowing users to have collaborative activities. The smaller scale of board room areas with inspiring interior design for coworkers will enable people to interact.

![Meeting room](image7)

![Board room](image8)

**Fig. 9.** (a) Meeting room; (b) Board room.
(Source: Author, 2019)
5.0 Discussion
5.1 Formal and informal social interaction in coworking spaces
In general, it can be observed that most of the areas in Common Ground Damansara Heights are quite functional as they served for more than one purpose for each space. Formal and informal social interaction can happen with the useful use of the users at each corner of the coworking spaces. As refer to Perree et al. (2019), more interaction will occur in shared workspaces, event area, pantry area, printer and copy area and lounge area; this can be related to Common Ground as most of the spaces are quite open for public, and every coworking members can access easily; to improve the social interaction in between. Besides, refers to Hua (2010) who stated different types of communication happen based on usage of users; this can be related to Common Ground as positive elements; based on-site observation, the usage of rooms such as meeting room and board rooms are flexible based on users; they can change the function of the places and have either formal or informal social interaction in it.

The design of each space in Common Ground did consider for social interaction of users; this complied to Hua (2010) statement which encourages more activities-orientated working area with interactive spaces to foster communication. With event spaces and activities to be held three times a week, it can significantly promote and connect coworkers into one.

In short, Common Ground has many small spaces. Still, each of them can function individually, or can be combined to become more flexible for the users to socialise, have a coffee talk, collaborate, have a discussion or some other conversation. A survey on the users can be carried out for future implication to know more about their thoughts on social interaction.

5.2 Levels of interaction and openness of coworking spaces
The common spaces in Common Ground such as workspace, lounge, event spaces are mostly open and visible by each of the members. With the combination of some enclosed areas such as meeting room, board rooms, private office and call booths, it did consider for some coworkers concern by the previous study which emphasises on preference to a combination of open and closed spaces. Based on Lim (2018), working environment with the fully open plan may distract the users through noise and privacy; in Common Ground, the users are allowed to select their enclosure of spaces based on their usage freely. This is beneficial in terms of confidentiality and comfortability of each user in the areas during the conversation.

The openness of most spaces may have the concern to privacy and noise issue, yet most of the time users will feel more comfortable walking and chatting freely with less personality constrained. Lastly, refers to Hillman (2014), a better place to work and interact can significantly enhance the values of the users in coworking spaces. The feeling of walking into each area in Common Ground may lead users to more interaction as with the existence of lounge and café; it can promote better visual contact and reduce the proximity of social distance between users.

6.0 Conclusion & Recommendations
Site observation and analysis indicated the existence of different types of spaces in Common Ground Damansara Heights to cater to various function or purpose of the users. The consideration of formal and informal social interaction which related to openness design of the spaces in Common Ground enhance the value of the coworking spaces. This combination of open and enclosed space allows users to select freely where they want to be; therefore, added value for people who work there. This data may help academics and designers to alert on more concern when providing spaces for coworking spaces as it needs to be tie back to the original value of coworking which is to emphasise on the word ‘social’.

Future research implication can be enhanced by doing questionnaire survey to study about the user perception and preferences on social interaction in coworking space; analyse factors which affect social interaction, and analyse the outcome of social interaction; thus, suggest ideas to promote user social interaction in coworking space.
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